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ACROSS 

1 Heirlooms and such, to spouses having  

   nothing (8) 

6 Fix up or find a new partner? (6) 

9 On a slant and in motion, tail-back of Miami  

   runs into center (6) 

10 Heavy metal-like style of one in Disturbed,  

     AC/DC, or Kiss, primarily (4, 4) 

11 Intercontinental alliance well-suited for  

     growth meets cold spell? (4, 6) 

12 Phone popular in Greece, in part (4) 

13 Near-dark ribbed fabric cut short by  

     Italian (6) 

15 North Pole figure sat on the throne,  

     hearing organ's sound (8) 

17 Disgraced politician's several flip- 

     flops involving cronyism, mainly (8) 

20 Shreds and slices some lychee  

     seeds (6) 

22 Wilt Chamberlain's third  

     legendary account (4) 

23 Marvel Entertainment head  

     captivated by redesign of  

     Ant-Man suits (10) 

25 Lawyer briefly yearns for  

     certain court cases (8) 

26 Part of the psyche is limiting,  

     regressive to those with  

     foolish thoughts (6) 

27 Recognition of direct hit (6) 

28 Rebuilding ports, or bracketing  

     the front of computer monitors  

     (8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DOWN 

2 Two rude nuts beat at the gate  

   (7) 

3 Avoid the lines and dial wrong  

   numbers, essentially (2-3) 

4 Pit crew manipulated short race (9) 

5 Zigzag made by graffiti artist underneath  

   entrance to subway (7) 

6 Drop the first piece of acclaim for Up (5) 

7 Role for an actor with narrow range: member  

   of a TV family (9) 

8 Make angry hippies burn it (7) 

14 Pitch in and handle mess (4, 1, 4) 

16 Fashion icon got in undercover persona (9) 

18 Lease for one making pies? (7) 

19 Roasts bit of sirloin tip - have a bite! (5, 2) 

21 Congressional figure unraveled treason (7) 

23 “Nonsense - a myth!” (2, 3) 

24 A little wet from fine spray around ocean (5) 

 


